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Director's Note
Dear Friends,
It gives me a sense of pride and immense
pleasure to endorse the work done by the
Placement Cell of SIMSREE. The
perseverant efforts of the cell enable the
students
to
be
industry-ready
professionals and fortify their corporate
interface.

Dr. Shriniwas Dhure (Director)

The various workshops, seminars, guest
lectures by eminent industrialists and job
fairs that are organized by the cell enable

the students to develop the right skill set to enhance their employability index. Due to
evolutionary changes in the corporate world, there has been an exemplary shift in the
recruiting policies of the industry. Hence it’s the need of the hour to create a talent
pool of students by augmenting their expertise and grooming them as per the industry
requirement.
The SIMSREE Placement Cell creates a liaison between the student and the industry
by inviting reputed corporate recruiters for campus interviews. Over the years we
have achieved an exceptional placement record with the partaking of prominent
organizations with premier pay packages.
An attitude of gratitude towards various recruiting organizations for their constant
support to us. We are very delighted to present students equipped with abilities and
zeal who are comprehensively primed to maintain the bequest of SIMSREE.
Warm Greetings of the Season!

Batch Profile
By being the preferred institution of the best talent pool
nationwide, SIMSREE has maintained its status as one of the
top B-Schools in the country. The 2021–23 batch includes
both recent graduates with job experience ranging from less
than one year to more than four years in reputable firms, as
well as students with good academic backgrounds from
nationally renowned universities.
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On the other side, the majority of the students had technical
backgrounds, and our educational diversity was weighted
towards engineering. We also have students from a wide
range of academic disciplines, such as commerce,
management, and general science.
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Key Highlights
A strong culture of experiential academic learning with practical insights from the
corporate world makes SIMSREE one of the most sought-after destinations for
recruiters. Despite a challenging macro environment for hiring, this year saw
participation from a diverse set of companies. A lot of first-time recruiters and budding
startups like Chandak Group, Growth Arrow, Omniscience Capital, Superbottoms
participated in the summer placement process - an evidence of rising brand value and
reputation of this institute.
Industry majors like Akzonobel, CBRE, ICICI Bank, Jio Creative Labs, MetrixLab, NVS
Brokerage Pvt. Ltd., PwC, Runtime Solutions visited the campus thus cementing the
belief in SIMSREE as their preferred destination to hire their emerging leaders.
Participation of regular recruiters like Aditya Birla Sun Life Insurance Company Ltd.,
Barclays, CitiCorp, CRISIL, GEP, IIFL Securities Ltd., Marsh India Insurance Brokers
stands as a testimony to the ever-growing confidence and admiration corporates show
in SIMSREE and its students.
Students also got an opportunity to work on various live projects, thus providing them
with hands-on experience to deal with real time situations and challenges. Firms like
Marketing & Beyond, Grassroots Brand Intelligence, Kraftshala offered live projects to
the students of SIMSREE.
We are determined to continue with the same momentum in the upcoming placement
season as well. We wish to express our sincere gratitude to everyone involved in the
summer placement process under the leadership and guidance of our Director, Dr.
Shriniwas Dhure.
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Sector-wise Breakup
The Finance domain attracted regular profiles from the BFSI sector such as Equity
Research Analyst, Investment Banking, Investment Research, Global Finance,
Financial Planning & Analysis and Wealth Management. Also, some profiles that were
offered included Investment Strategy, Financial Modeling and Fund Management.
Profiles offered in the Marketing and Operations domain included profiles such as
Business Development, Market Research, Market Strategy, Content Strategy, Sales
Consulting, Marketing Executive, Digital Marketing, Customer Relationship Manager,
Logistics, and Supply Chain Management.
The HR Domain attracted companies from the Engineering Technology and Media
sector offering the profiles of Talent Acquisition Specialist, HR Analytics, HR Executive,
Policy & Budgeting, and HR Generalist.
Some of the other profiles offered to the students were Global Research and Risk
Solutions, Business Management, Product Management, Advisory and Transaction,
and E-Commerce D2C Marketing.
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Contact Us

In keeping with the rich Sydenham tradition of
imparting
high
quality
education,
the
Sydenham Institute of Management Studies,
Research and Entrepreneurship Education
(SIMSREE) was founded in the year 1983.
Since then, SIMSREE has endeavored to
produce
global
managers
of
shining
excellence. Today, 39 years after its inception,
SIMSREE stands as one of the most popular
management institutes in India.

placements.simsree@gmail.com

www.simsree.org

+91 22 6151 0701
Sydenham Institute of Management
Studies, Research & Entrepreneurship
Education
3rd Floor, B-Road, Churchgate,
Mumbai – 400 020, India

Footnote:
The list of prominent recruiters mentioned in this report is not exhaustive and is aimed at giving an indication of the range of companies that recruit at
SIMSREE. The placement process is a structured student driven process managed entirely by the incumbent placement committee (a student body) under
the guidance of the Director of Training and Placements and supervision of the Director of the Institute.

